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Question-1
ABC Hotels PLC

Here, the ABC Hotels PLC can be identified as a leading firm within the hospitality industry
in Sri Lanka who has made appropriate investments while upgrading their portfolio according
to the international standards as follows;

Figure 1 - Portfolio of the ABC Hotels PLC

Due to the favorable conditions of the Sri Lankan economy with having 7.3% of GDP growth
in year 2013 and 7.8% in year 2014, the company has recognized there’s a fast growing
tourism industry. But it has recognized the need of highly trained staff with the improved
standards related to the room capacity for both operations in Sri Lanka as well as Maldives.
Furthermore SLTDA aims to increase the tourist visiting by 18% with the 1.2mn of tourist
visiting in year 2013.
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Financial Overview
EBIT
The group has acquired 33% of EBIT growth amounted Rs. 2427mn in year 2014 with
comparing to the Rs.1820mn in year 2013.
Investment Activities
The company has gone for several kinds of new investments like enhancing the capacity of
the Cinnamon Bey, accommodation for new staff in Cinnamon Citadel, room refurbishments
in the Chaaya Island Dhoveli etc.
Cash Generation
Here the company has increased their cash flows with 22% of growth rate to Rs. 3229 mn
within the year of 2014.
Gearing
The company’s gearing ratio has decreased from 38% in 2012/13 to 20% in 2013/14 financial
year due to the enhancement of the shareholder funds with the profitability growth and debt
retirement.
Revenue
The group has recorded an aggressive revenue growth of 17% in year 2014 with Rs. 10.97 bn
from Rs.9.34 bn on year 2013 as follows:
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Aitken Spence Hotels PLC
Aitken Spence Hotels can be recognized as an illustrious brand within the tourism industry in
Sri Lanka which has a great experience of more than four decades. So the organizational
business activities has varied from the hotels of star class to inbound as well as outbound
travel packages to the various kind of travelers around the world. Further the company has
expanded their operations within the global tourism industry with the hot spots as well as
luxury resorts in the Oman as well as India and Maldives.

Financial Overview
Group Revenue
The group has faced with a decline trend of it’s’ revenue in year 2014 with a 1.5% decrement
amounted Rs.36.6% with comparing to the previous year. Further the segment of strategic
investments has dropped by 16.7% in terms of the generated revenues in year 2014.
EBIT
The organizational EBIT has grown by 3.1% with Rs. 5.7bn and the PBT growth rate also
has become 7.6% in year 2014 with an amount of Rs. 5.4 bn within the year of 2014, Further
it has reached to the highest EPS within the industry with Rs. 9.04 the ROE of 12.2% at the
end of the year.
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Total Assets
The organizational total assets have reported as Rs. 61.1 bn which
comprises with Rs. 35.3bn Noncurrent Assets as well as Rs. 25.7 bn
of Current Assets.

Financial Leverage
The total assets of the organization have financed through the Rs.
38.8 bn and the group’s financial leverage has held in a healthy
condition of 1.62 times while allowing raising more debt for
growing opportunities.
Working Capital
The organizational liquidity position remained strong with
increasing cash and bank deposits by 52.8% with Rs.13.3 bn.
Investment Targets
Here, the company is expecting to add more 90 rooms for “The Sands” in Kalutara within
next year. After that the company expects to increase its’ room inventory with 200 more
rooms. Further there’s an ongoing construction for a luxury hotel with 150 rooms in
Negombo. Further they are expecting to get the advantage of their position as a regional
player within Sri Lanka as well as the Maldivese while developing four main luxury resorts
in Negombo, Ahungalla as well as Galle and Nilaweli under the strategic partnership of RUI
Hotels.
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Question-2:
PESTEL Analysis - South Asia, South East Asia
Political Environment
Here it can be recognized that the political stability within the regions of South Asia as well
as the South East Asia has highly contributed to the emerging tourism industry with the
future growth potential itself. Therefore it can be recognized that the emerging growth of the
industry within this area will be surrounded by the stable political environment as well.
Economic Environment
It can be identified that the global economy has been
recovered in the period of 2013 with helping to the
sustainable growth and the lower unemployment within
the advanced economies. As per the researches of the
UNWTO, the global tourism has reached to the record
with tourist arrivals of 1087 mn in the year of 2013.
Further they have forecasted that the annual growth rate of
the international tourism industry with 5% will totally depend upon the global economy and
its’ sustainability. Not only that but also it has found that this growth has driven by the
emerging economies of South East Asia as well as Asia Pacific, Africa etc. furthermore
several kinds of markets like Thailand, Myanmar as well as the Cambodia and Malaysia,
Singapore etc has already created a newer travel growth frontier within the region of Asia.

Social and Cultural Environment
Here the entire hospitality industry should have to be concerned about the cultural and social
changes with the increasing population growth within the Southeast Asia, the demographical
changes which are powered through the rising of the middle class with strengthening to the
inbound as well as the outbound travel. Further the companies within the industry should
have to be conscious with dynamic needs of their guests related to the leisure activities with
the adventures as well.
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Technological Environment
Here the industry should have to deal with the sophisticated technological advancements
related to the dynamic needs of the customers in terms of the quality of the service provided
by the companies like the infrastructures related to the electronic payment systems among the
different kinds of countries.
Environmental
Here it requires to get a better understand about the environmental impacts with executing the
investment projects of the both companies given in the scenario in order to be survived or
growth. However it has revealed that the Maldives is currently in a position of naturally
hazardous with the increment of sea level due to the increasing global temperature. Therefore
it should have to be taken into the mind of the investment analysts before going to invest on
those projects in South Asia as well as South East Asia here.
Legal Environment
According to the legal requirements within the regions of South Asia as well as the South
East Asia, the companies should have to fulfill several kinds of requirements related to the
direct foreign investments, capital transferring, tax and other income obligations, protection
of the local companies within the industry, traveler protection as well as the international
tourism standards related to the room capacity, quality of the services provided, other
amenities etc.
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Question-3
Financial Ratios
Financial ratios can be identified as mathematical comparisons which are showing the
relationship between two or more variables based upon the proportions as well. This can be
further recognized as a common tool of analyzing the financial statements of the
organizations in order to compare their performance with the competitors or the industry
itself. However the ratios are not considered about the size of the company and the industry
and therefore it will generate a huge issue with comparing the calculated ratios within
different industries. So the financial ratio analysis is basically carried out under several kinds
of basic categories such as profitability, as well as the liquidity and solvency, leverage as well
as the efficiency and the market prospect etc.
•

Profitability

Profitability ratios are basically aiming at explaining the way of achieving the profits by the
organization such as Net Profit Margin, Gross Profit Margin, and Return on Invested Capital,
Return on Assets and Return on Equity etc
1. Net Profit Margin

Net Profit Margin = Net Profit
Sales

Here the net profit margin is mainly aiming at explaining the percentage of the net profit
made through the sales of the organization.
2. Gross Profit Margin

Gross Profit Margin =

Gross profit
Sales
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This may basically indicate the profitability of the organization in selling their inventories or
the merchandise.
ABC PLC
Rs '000'

2014

2013 change

Revenue

10,966,381.00 9,341,581.00

17%

Profit for the year
Net profit Margin

1,574,926.00 1,121,019.00
14%
12%

40%
20%

Gross Profit
Gross Profit Margin

7,375,467.00 6,337,157.00
67%
68%

16%
-1%

Operating Profit

2,273,311.00

1,781,133.00

28%

19%

9%

Operating Profit Margin

21%

Table 1 - Gross profit margins of ABC Plc

Gross profit margin has reduced by 1% in year 2014 from 68% in year 2013 to 67% in year
2014.Even though the gross profit margin has reduced in 2010, operating profit margin shows
an increase of 9% with the Operating Profit Margin from 19% in year 2013 to 21% in year
2014.further the Net Profit Margin has shown an increasing trend from 12% in year 2013 to
14% in year 2014 due to the revenue has grown by 17% itself. Therefore the trend of the
those ratios can be illustrated as in below;

Operating Profit Margin

2014

Gross Profit Margin

2013

Net profit Margin

0%

50%

100%

150%

Figure 2 - Gross profit margins 2013 - 2014
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Aitkin Spence PLC

Rs '000'

2014

2013 change

Revenue

612,246.00

535,500.00

14%

Profit for the year
Net profit Margin

409,423.00

556,146.00
104%

-26%
-36%

Gross Profit
Gross Profit Margin

251,174.00

41%

15%
0%

Operating Profit
Operating Profit
Margin

321,624.00

67%
219,055.00
41%
430,155.00
53%

-25%
80%

-35%

Table 2 - Gross profit margins of Aitkin Spence PLC

According to the above calculations, it can be recognized that the Gross profit margin has
remained stable at 41% in year 2014 as well as 2013. Furthermore the operating profit margin
shows a significant reduction of 35% from 80% in year 2013 to 53% in year 2014. The Net
Profit Margin has shown a significant decreasing trend from 104% in year 2013 to 67% in
year 2014 due to the profit has reduced by 26% itself. Therefore the trend of the those ratios
can be illustrated as in below;

Operating Profit Margin

2013

Gross Profit Margin

2014

Net profit Margin

0%

20% 40%

60%

80% 100% 120%

Figure 3- Gross profit margins of Aitkin Spence PLC
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When it comes to compare the both companies separately, it can be identified that the
profitability of the Aitken Spence is greater than the ABC PLC here. The Net profit margin of
the Aitkin Spence is about 67% and meanwhile the ABC is having only 14%.

•

Liquidity

Liquidity ratios are basically focused to measure the capability of meeting the obligations by
the company in the basis of short term. Simply it indicates the ability of the company to pay
off their short term liabilities through the liquid assets of the organization. There are several
kinds of liquidity ratios like current ratio as well as the acid test ratio and the working capital
ratio etc. Short term liquidity of a company can be measured mainly using the current and the
quick ratios. Current ratio identifies the relationship between the current assets and the
current liabilities. The acceptable current ratio for a company is considered to be 2:1.
Quick ratio identifies the real liquidity situation of a company as it exclude inventories which
is considered to be less liquid compared to the other current assets. And the acceptable quick
ration for a normal company is 1:1.

1. Current Ratio
This indicates the organizational ability of meeting the short term liabilities and it can be
calculated as follows;

Current Ratio =

Current Assets
Current Liabilities

2. Acid-Test Ratio
This ratio helps to determine the ability of covering the immediate liabilities of the company
through its’ short term assets without selling its’ inventories. (Brewer, 2009) This can be
calculated as follows; (Horngren, 2010)
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Acid test Ratio = Current Assets- Inventories (Cash+ Accounts Receivables + ST
Investments)
Current Liabilities

ABC PLC
Rs '000'

2014

2013

Current Assets

4,287,299.00

2,403,427.00

Current Liabilities
Current Ratio

3,635,901.00
3,009,086.00
1.179157243 0.798723267

Inventories

196,666.00

181,338.00

Quick Ratio

1.13

0.74

Table 3 - current and the acid ratios of ABC Plc

By year 2014 current and the acid ratios of the company have improved to 1.17 and 1.13
relatively. But in an overall view point the current ratio is in below the accepted levels of 2:1
but it has increased from 0.79:1 in year 2013 to 1.17:1 in year 2014. However it can be
identified that the Quick Ratio has increased more than the accepted level of 1: 1 form 0.74:1
in year 2013 to 1.13:1 in year 2014. Therefore it can be said that the organizational liquidity
position has upgraded to an accepted level.
Aitkin Spence PLC
Rs '000'

2014

2013

Current Assets

7,367,572.00

6,829,608.00

Current Liabilities
Current Ratio

3,008,686.00
2,612,478.00
2.45

Inventories

2,167.00

2,484.00

Quick Ratio

2.45

2.61

2.61
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Table 4 - current and the acid ratios of ABC Plc

By year 2014 current and the acid ratios of the company have reduced to 2.45 in year 2014
from 2.61 in year 2013 relatively. But in an overall view point the current ratio as well as the
quick ratio is in the accepted levels of 2:1 in both years 2013 as well as the 2014. Therefore it
can be said that the organizational liquidity position has already fulfilled the accepted level
here.
When it comes to compare the liquidity of the both companies, it can be recognized that the
liquidity of the Aitkin Spence PLC is greater than the ABC PLC as well.

•

Efficiency

1. Asset Turnover
Asset turnover could be identified as a ratio which assesses the efficiency of usage of assets
of the company in producing sales and thus achieving growth in sales over the years.
In other words, the asset turnover ratio tries to measure the asset intensity in generating
revenue to achieve a sufficient profitability level in the company.

Asset Turnover =

Net sales
Average Total Assets

ABC PLC

Rs '000'
Average Total
Assets
Asset Turnover

2014

2013

25,866,035.00
25,264,138.00
0.423968382
0.36975657

It can be recognized that a higher ratio indicates the higher level of efficiency with generating
sales from the assets of the organization. Therefore high rate is more favorable. But the lower
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ratios are indicating the management issues as well as the production issues inside of the
organization. So this should have to be compared with the benchmarks of the industry and
according to the above calculations, it can be said that the overall efficiency of the asset
utilization in ABC has increased from 0.36 in year 2013 to 0.42 in year 2014. This indicates
the company is generated only 0.42 from 1 rupee invested in assets. Therefore this cannot be
identified as acceptable position or better position with utilizing the assets of the company.
Aitkin Spence PLC
Rs '000'
Average Total Assets
Asset Turnover

2014
18906458
2.169

2013
18362020
2.227

According to the above calculations, it can be said that the overall efficiency of the asset
utilization in Aitken Spence has reduced from 2.22 in year 2013 to 2.16 in year 2014.
Therefore it can be said that the Aitken Spence is in better position of asset utilization than
the ABC PLC wityh comparing 2.169 and 0.42 respectively.
2. Inventory Turnover
This measures the efficiency of managing the inventories of the company with comparing its’
cost of goods sold within a period of time. So this has measured the number of times the
average inventories are "turned" into sales during the period. This is important since the total
turnover is depending on the two major performance components like stock purchasing and
holding with the storage costs etc. so this can be calculated as follows;

Inventory Turnover = Cost of Goods Sold
Average Inventory
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ABC PLC
Rs '000'
Cost of Goods Sold
Average
Inventories
Inventory Turnover

2014
3590914

2013
3004424

189002
18.99934392

181338
16.56808832

Inventory turnover in ABC has increased to 19 days in 2014 form 16 days in 2013 indicating
favorable conditions. This shows that company is maintaining a strong inventory
management policy. Though inventories are being kept in the stock for a relatively smaller
period, the amount is still significant. Hence the impact on current assets is high. But with
this policy in the place, it can expect some favorable results with regard to the short term
liquidity of the company as well.
When assessing the individual components it is apparent that sales to inventory ratio as well
as the sales to short term liability ratio have shown a significant increase over the year. The
Inventory level of the company has declined by approximately 70% over 2014 which has
directly contributed to the increase in the sales to inventory ratio.
The company is showing a declining trend in ending inventory which is recorded in the
statement of financial position which indicates that the management is constantly reducing
the inventory levels which they hold. When analyzing the components of the ending
inventory, it can be seen that the management has reduced the raw material inventory levels
by nearly 50% in order to achieve the reduced levels of ending inventories as well.
Aitkin Spence PLC
Rs '000'

2014

2013

Cost of Goods Sold

11,519.00

9,960.00

Average Inventories
Inventory Turnover

2,325.50
2,484.00
4.953343367
4.009661836

Inventory turnover in Aitken Spence has increased to 5 days in 2014 from 4 days in 2013
indicating favorable conditions related to their inventory management policy.
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When it comes to compare the both companies separately, it can be identified that the
inventory turnover in ABC is greater than in the Aitken Spence PLC here.

•

Investor

1. Earnings per share

This is highly useful to the investors with their investment decision making due to the
awareness of the per share earnings of the company in order to compare it with the industry
benchmarks and the peer companies.

Earnings per Share = Profit Attributable For Equity Holders
Weighted Average Number of Ordinary Shares
2.

Price

/Earnings Ratio

This can be identified as one of best investment valuation measures the profit or the earnings
for the per shareholder of the company which has often become an optimistic figure within
the bull markets and pessimism within the bear markets as follows;

Price/ Earnings Ratio = Stock Price per share
Earnings per Share

2. Dividend Per Share

This is highly important to know the dividend paid per share by the company for their equity
owners.

DPS = Final Dividend
Weighted Average Number of Ordinary Shares
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ABC PLC
2014

2013

Profit Attributable For Equity Holders

1,565,846.00

1,116,779.00

Weighted Average Number Of Ordinary Shares

1,456,147.00

1,456,147.00

Basic Earnings Per Share

1.08

0.77

Final Dividend

436,844.00

Weighted Average Number Of Ordinary Shares
DPS

1,456,147.00

1,456,147.00
0.30

Table 5 - the EPS of the company

Here it can be identified that the EPS of the company has increased from 0.77 in year 2013 to
1.08 in year 2014 with the 20% increment of net profit of the organization.

Stock Price per share
EPS
P/E

2014

2013

208.00
1080
0.19

206.00
770
0.27

NOTE: Stock Prices have taken from the CSE web site
So here it can be said that the investors would be paying 0.19 for each rupee of earnings of
the company, further it can be identified that the P/E ratio has decreased from .27 in year
2013 to 0.19 in year 2014.
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Aitkin Spence PLC
2014

2013

Profit Attributable For Equity Holders

409,422,660.00

556,146,451.00

Weighted Average Number Of Ordinary Shares

405,996,045.00

405,996,045.00

Basic Earnings Per Share

1.01

1.37

Final Dividend

811,992.00

608,994.00

Weighted Average Number Of Ordinary Shares
DPS

405,996,045.00
405,996,045.00
2.0

2014
Stock Price per share

100.40

1.5

2013
75.90

EPS

1,008.44

1,369.83

P/E

0.10

0.06

Table 6 - The EPS of the company

Here it can be identified that the EPS of the company has decreased from 1.37 in year 2013 to
1.01 in year 2014 with the increment of DPS from 1.5 in year 2013 to 2 per share in 2014.

Here it can be recognized that the Aitken Spence PLC is having a better condition for the
investors since the EPS as well as the DPS of the company is greater than in ABC PLC.
However it can be identified that the stock price in Aitken Spence is lower than ABC PLC
and it results to reduce the P/E ratio as well.

•

Gearing

The capital structure is how a firm finances its overall operations and growth by using
different sources of funds. A company's proportion of short and long-term debt is considered
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when analyzing capital structure. When people refer to capital structure they are most likely
referring to a firm's debt-to-equity ratio, which provides insight into how financially risky a
company is.

1. Debt to Equity Ratio
This is used for measuring the riskiness associated with the organizational financial structure
can be calculated as follows;
Debt to Equity Ratio = Long-term debt + Short-term debt + Leases
Equity

ABC PLC
2014

2013

Non -current Liabilities

4,635,775.00

5,868,241.00

Current Liabilities

3,635,901.00

3,009,086.00

Total Equity

18,196,256.00

16,386,811.00

D/E

0.45

0.54

Here it can be recognized that the D/E has deduced or the firm’s gearing has reduced from
0.54 in 2013 to 0.45 in year 2014 due to the increase in equity base with following findings;


Both earnings to fixed charges and cash flow to fixed charges ratios are increasing
yearly. This indicates the company’s ability of meeting finance cost using its earnings
and cash flows with ease.



Ratio between fixed assets & owners’ equity has been gradually decreased over the
considered time period. The main reason is equity has increased at a higher rate than
fixed assets.



As of 2014 total equity represents 69% of the total capital whereas debt represents
only 31% of the total capital. Current capital structure is shown in the below chart.
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Capital Stucture -ABC
Non -current Liabilites

Current Liabilities

Total Equity

17%
14%
69%

Figure 4 - Capital Stucture -ABC

According to the calculations; it can be said that the company leverage has come down
drastically from 2013 to 2014. Currently they are experiencing less financial leverage in the
company and equity holders get positive return for their equity as well.
2. Debt to Assets Ratio
This is an indicator related to the proportion organizational assets which were financed
through debt other than the equity. A ratio which is greater than 1 implies that significant of
asset proportion has being funded through debt and vice versa. This further indicates the
organizational financial risk as well.

Debt to Assets Ratio =

Total Liabilities
Total Assets

ABC PLC
2014

2013

Total Liabilities

8,271,676.00

8,877,327.00

Total Assets
D/A

26,467,932.00 25,264,138.00
0.31
0.35
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Here it can be identified that the debt to assets ratio of the company has reduced from 0.35 in
year 2013 to 0.31 in year 2014 due to the reduction of debt portion within the capital structure
of the company and the most of the assets are financed through the equity capital here.
Aitkin Spence PLC
2014

2013

Non -current
Liabilities

3,512,820.00

2,615,905.00

Current Liabilities

3,008,686.00

2,612,478.00

Total Equity

12,929,390.00

13,133,637.00

D/E

0.50 0.40

According to the calculations; it can be said that the company leverage has increased as half
of debt and half of equity while enhancing their financial leverage than the ABC PLC here.

2014

2013

Total Liabilities

6,521,506.00

5,228,383.00

Total Assets
D/A

19,450,896.00
18,362,020.00
0.34

0.28

Here it can be identified that the debt to assets ratio of the company has increased with the
increasing financial leverage of the company from 0.28 in year 2013 to 0.34 in year 2014 as
follows;
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Capital Structure- Aitken Spence PLC
Non -current Liabilites

Current Liabilities

Total Equity

18%
15%

67%

Figure 5 -Capital Structure- Aitken Spence PLC

When it comes to compare the gearing of the both companies, it can be identified that the
Aitken Spence has a higher level of financial leverage than in the ABC PLC.

Question-4:
Absorption Cost vs. Marginal Cost
Here it can be identified that the marginal costing which is used in the CVP Analysis as an
assistance of management control system. So under this costing method, the production cost
of a particular product will be consisted only with the variable costs and all the inventories
like unsold, work in progress or closing stocks will be measured through depending on the
variable costs. Therefore it can be recognized several kinds of advantages of using marginal
costing such as ensuring the consistency of the decision making, convenience with
identifying the distinction between the variable costs and the fixed costs, the highlight of the
contribution will lead to concern about the sales volume of the organization rather than the
production volume, convenience with operating while taking the material costs, direct labor
cost etc. Then the absorption costing indicates that the whole manufacturing costs will be
absorbed by the number of units produced. So here the total production cost will be
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comprised with the direct materials, direct labor as well as the fixed overhead of
manufacturing. Therefore the marginal costing method will be appropriate to set the price for
the hotel rooms than the absorption costing method due to the convenience with decision
making as well as getting the competitive advantages while trying to covering the initial
variable cost firstly.

Question-5:
CVP analysis
CVP or the Cost-Volume-Profit Analysis can be identified as an effective managerial
technique which may concern about the sales volume as well as the product costs with the
operating costs of the organization. So this will measure the extent of impact on the operating
profit by the dynamics of the variable costs as well as the fixed costs and the selling price per
unit under the different sales mixes with more than two products. So this relationship can be
shown as follows;

Px = Vx + FC + Profit

P = Selling Price per Unit
V = Variable Cost per Unit
X = Total Number of Units Produced
FC = Fixed Cost

Therefore this can be identified as an important managerial tool with deciding the required
sales volume (Room Utility) and the variable cost, fixed costs etc. in order to achieve an
expected level of profit for the organization in the hospitality industry here.
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